Dr. Don Snider claims that as militaries downsize in the future, they will likely become increasingly bureaucratic, and “bureaucratization is the antithesis of the profession.”¹ He discusses this issue because the military is on the cusp of an interwar period, and the institution will have the tendency to make decisions, such as bureaucratization, that actually cause harm to the organization. Military leaders need to be prepared to make tough decisions to prevent reclusion of the force rather than accelerate it. The future may be uncertain, but the interwar period between World War I and World War II created different challenges. Arguably, the three most significant obstacles confronting military organizations during the interwar years were public policy, budgetary constraints, and inability to properly prepare for war. These are the most significant because they place considerable restrictions on military innovation, preventing effective preparation for national defense and the military’s ability to fight and win the Nation’s wars.

The first obstacle was that interwar public policy prevented military progression because allocating significant defense resources seemed needless in the face of perceived global peace. During the interwar period, many politicians and their constituents adopted and fiercely enforced isolationism as policy due to the absence of existential threats.² This policy is logical but shortsighted. As history perpetually demonstrates, national security threats continue to arise even during prosperous eras. Policy makers need to balance short-term requirements with long-term goals. Use a family budget as a simple analogy. Families need to plan for both short-term (daily expenses) with long-term spending (lifetime longevity). A short-term family crisis or prosperous period may affect longevity planning, but a family that ends long-term financial planning may suffer doom in the future. Since this public policy focused on the present rather than balancing...
the present with the future, political leaders left militaries with few options to prepare for potential conflicts.

Militaries learned few operational and tactical lessons during World War I leading to public distrust and ultimately limited military innovation. Political leaders essentially practiced the opposite of mission command. It seemed like World War I events gave politicians little reason to trust the military. Democratic nations seemed to be hit the hardest because the vast majority of citizens did not realize benefits that theoretically emerge after winning large-scale total war. The events around World War I created the perfect storm of political distrust and isolationism, resulting in public policy handicapping militaries’ ability to prepare for future battle.

The second interwar obstacle was fiscal policy. Funding cutbacks commonly led to drastic defense spending reductions. Superficially, this sounds similar to the first obstacle, but it is not. The first obstacle relates to public policy, especially with the view of isolationism. This obstacle relates directly to funding. Research and development funding waned, resulting in obsolete and mechanically unreliable tanks as well as immature mechanized doctrine at the onset of World War II. This is a solid prelude to the infamous quote by Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld at the onset of Operation IRAQI FREEDOM, “you go to war with the Army you have, not the Army you might want.” Both situations conclude with sending unprepared service members to war.

Fiscal constraints provided an easy excuse for military leaders to practice lazy strategies and focus all efforts into a single method or process, such as the Royal Navy’s antisubmarine device. It became easy for military leaders to avoid innovative ideas because they could not afford to do so as desired. As Ori Brafman stated, “no one ever gets fired for not innovating.” Innovative leaders find ways around fiscal constraints, but since most training events require some degree of money, leaders avoided activity that spent money, even the when decisions defied logic. For example, UK leaders focused great effort to substitute unlike units, such as air power for land power in an attempt to raise a cheaper military force without loss of capability. The obvious problem is that the military lost symbiotic forces, and the policy would prove ineffective. By the end of the interwar period, funding limitation took its toll on the military, and the allied powers entered World War II largely undertrained and underequipped.

The first two listed obstacles manifested a third: military organizations lacked resources to properly prepare for war through realistic training. Even though intellectual decentralization allowed many leaders to theorize about doctrine and develop military improvements, they were unable to test these theories to refine military doctrine and prepare for the next war. A present day military staple is combat training centers. Even eastern European militaries presently understand the utility of training centers, and many have either established one or are working to establish one. Even in the face of constrained resources present militaries are capable of practicing innovation. Interwar militaries were not as fortunate. Without the ability to test military theory in the field, leaders simply guessed or even gambled that their methods would work.

As part of the third obstacle, many countries trained for the enemy they wanted to fight rather than the enemy they would likely fight. For some nations, training devolved into merely a ceremonial demonstration rather than combat preparation. Numerous examples of early World War II battles support this claim where the undertrained allied powers often lost to the tough and realistic German training. One example is the British defeat in North Africa. Due to decentralization, British military leaders were unable to fight and win with large organizations, and the German military easily defeated the British forces.

During the interwar period between World War I and World War II, the three most significant obstacles confronting military organizations were public policy, fiscal constraints, and lack of preparation for future war. Peace-time periods potentially place significant restrictions and stifles innovation in military organizations. As mentioned earlier, current militaries will likely centralize unlike the decentralization of interwar militaries. Large, centralized military units on large bases have cost saving and resource pooling potential. In resource-constrained environments, units can depend on support from other units, unlike the interwar period. How-
ever, bureaucratic units will likely stifle innovative ideas before testing the ideas. The result is a military exercising status quo rather than innovating for the next fight. The challenge that militaries must overcome is the gravitation toward status quo.

LTG Edward Cardon stated that “major is the toughest rank [in the Army] because you are committed to the Army, but you don’t know if the Army is invested in you.”

Creative thinkers must develop methods to innovate during these austere periods. Less funding actually presents opportunities for greater creativity because leaders have more time to develop methods to operate with constrained resources. Current military downsizing is inevitable, but progressive thinkers mitigate risks associated with constrained resources. Like the interwar period, the challenge currently in front of the military is how to innovate and overcome obstacles such as public policy, budgetary constraints, and diminished war preparations. Some previously encountered obstacles may not repeat themselves, but new ones will arrive, and innovative leaders, soldiers, and units will bear the burden to move into the future without regressing to the past.
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